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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Suppose that py1,xT
1 q, py2,xT

2 q, . . . , pyn,xT
n q is a random sample from a distribution supported

on Y � X , where Y � R and X � Rd are compact. Letting F py|xq be the conditional

cumulative distribution function (CDF) of yi given xi, important parameters of interest

in statistics, econometrics, and many other data science disciplines, are the conditional

probability density function (PDF) and derivatives thereof:

f pϑqpy|xq � B1�ϑ

By1�ϑ
F py|xq, ϑ P N0 � t0, 1, 2, . . . u,

where, in particular, fpy|xq � f p0qpy|xq is the conditional Lebesgue density of yi given xi.

Estimation and inference methodology for (conditional) PDFs has a long tradition

in statistics (e.g., Wand and Jones, 1995; Wasserman, 2006; Simonoff, 2012; Scott, 2015,

and references therein). Unfortunately, without specific modifications, smoothing methods

employing kernel, series, or other local approximation techniques are invalid at or near

boundary points of Y�X . This problem complicates construction of estimation and inference

procedures that are valid uniformly over the support of the data. To address this challenge,

we introduce a boundary adaptive and closed-form nonparametric estimator of f pϑqpy|xq based
on local polynomial techniques (Fan and Gijbels, 1996) and provide an array of distributional

approximation results that are valid (pointwise and) uniformly over Y � X . In particular,

we obtain a uniformly valid stochastic linear representation for the estimator and develop

uniform inference methods based on strong approximation techniques leading to, for example,

asymptotically valid confidence bands and specification testing methods for f pϑqpy|xq with
precise nonasymptotic characterization of their associated approximation errors.

To motivate our proposed estimation approach, suppose first that an estimator pF py|xq of
F py|xq is available. Then, a natural estimator of f pϑqpy|xq is the local polynomial estimator

pf pϑqpy|xq � eT1�ϑ
pβpy|xq, pβpy|xq � argmin

uPRp�1

ņ

i�1

� pF pyi|xq � ppyi � yqTu
	2

Khpyi; yq,

where p ¥ 1 � ϑ is the order of ppuq � p1, u{1!, u2{2!, . . . , up{p!qT, el is the conformable

p1� lq-th unit vector, and Khpu; yq � Kppu� yq{hq{h for some kernel function K and some

positive bandwidth h. By virtue of being based on a local (polynomial) smoothing approach

to approximating derivatives with respect to y, the estimator pf pϑqpy|xq is well defined even

if pF py|xq is not continuous in y. In this paper, we employ the following q-th order local
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polynomial regression estimator of F py|xq:

pF py|xq � eT0 pγpy|xq, pγpy|xq � argmin
uPRqd�1

ņ

i�1

�
1pyi ¤ yq � qpxi � xqTu�2 Lbpxi;xq,

where, using standard multi-index notation, qpuq denotes the qd-dimensional vector collecting

the ordered elements uν{ν! for 0 ¤ |ν| ¤ q, where uν � uν1
1 uν2

2 � � �uνd
d , |ν| � ν1� ν2� � � �� νd

for u � pu1, u2, . . . , udqT, ν � pν1, ν2, . . . , νdqT, qd � pd � qq!{pq!d!q � 1, and Lbpu;xq �
Lppu� xq{bq{bd for some (multivariate) kernel function L and positive bandwidth b.

Our proposed estimator pf pϑqpy|xq is not only intuitive and easy to implement, but also

boundary adaptive for a possibly unknown support Y�X . These features follow directly from

its construction: unlike classical kernel-based conditional density estimators, which seek to

approximate the conditional PDF indirectly (e.g., by constructing a ratio of two unconditional

kernel-based density estimators), our proposed estimator applies local polynomial techniques

directly to the conditional CDF estimator pF py|xq, which itself has automatic boundary

carpentry. Furthermore, our approach offers an easy way to construct higher-order kernels to

reduce misspecification (or smoothing) bias via the choice of polynomial orders p and q, while

still retaining all its other appealing features. We discuss related literature further below.

We present two main uniform results for our proposed estimator. (Pointwise results

are reported in the supplemental appendix.) First, we provide precise uniform probability

concentration bounds associated with a stochastic linear representation of pf pϑqpy|xq. In

addition to being useful for the purposes of characterizing the distributional properties of the

conditional density estimator itself, the first main result can be used to analyze multi-step

estimation and inference procedures whenever pf pϑqpy|xq enters as a preliminary step. As a

by-product of the development of the first main result, we obtain a related class of conditional

density estimators, which may be of independent interest. For details, see the supplemental

appendix.

Our second main result employs the stochastic linear representation of pf pϑqpy|xq to

establish a valid strong approximation for the standardized t-statistic stochastic process

based on pf pϑqpy|xq and indexed over Y � X . This result is established using a powerful

result due to Rio (1994), which in turn builds on the celebrated Hungarian construction

(Komlós et al., 1975). As is well known, t-statistic stochastic processes based on kernel-

based nonparametric estimators are not asymptotically tight and, as a consequence, do not

converge weakly as a process indexed over Y � X (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996; Giné

and Nickl, 2016). Nevertheless, using strong approximations to such processes, it is possible

to deduce distributional approximations for functionals thereof (e.g., suprema of the process)

employing anti-concentration (Chernozhukov et al., 2014a). For example, combining these
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ideas, we obtain valid distributional approximations for the suprema of the standardized

t-statistic stochastic process based on pf pϑqpy|xq with approximation rates that are faster

than those currently available in the literature for the case of d � 1 (e.g., Remark 3.1(ii) in

Chernozhukov et al. (2014b)). Furthermore, our approach to inference builds on the Gaussian

approximation for the entire t-process, not just its suprema, thereby allowing for the study of

other functionals of interest with essentially no additional work.

In addition to our two main uniform estimation and distributional results, we discuss

several implementation results that are useful for practice. First, we present a covariance

function estimator for the Gaussian approximation and prove its uniform consistency. This

result enables us to estimate the statistical uncertainty underlying the Gaussian approximation

for a feasible version of the t-statistic process. Second, we discuss optimal bandwidth selection

based on an asymptotic approximation to the integrated mean squared error (IMSE) of the

estimator pf pϑqpy|xq. This result allows us to implement our proposed estimator using point

estimation optimal data-driven bandwidth selection rules. Finally, we employ robust bias

correction (Calonico et al., 2018, 2022) to develop valid inference methods based on the

Gaussian approximation when using the estimated covariance function and IMSE-optimal

bandwidth rule.

We illustrate our theoretical and methodological results with three substantive applica-

tions: we construct valid confidence bands for the unknown conditional density function and

derivatives thereof, and develop valid hypothesis testing procedures for parametric specifica-

tion and shape constraints of f pϑqpy|xq. All these methods are data-driven and, in some cases,

optimal in terms of probability and/or distributional concentration, possibly up to logpnq
factors. We also present a small simulation study. All proofs are given in the supplemental

appendix, which considers a more general setup and also offers additional technical and

methodological results of potential independent interest. Last but not least, we provide a

general purpose R software package implementing the main results in this paper.

1.1 Related Literature

Our paper contributes to the literature on kernel-based conditional density estimation and

inference. See Hall et al. (1999), De Gooijer and Zerom (2003) and Hall et al. (2004) for

earlier reviews, and Wand and Jones (1995), Wasserman (2006), Simonoff (2012) and Scott

(2015) for textbook introductions.

Traditional methods for conditional density estimation typically employ ratios of uncon-

ditional kernel density estimators, non-linear kernel-based derivative of distribution function

estimators, or local polynomial estimators based on some preliminary density-like approx-
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imation. In particular, in the leading special case of ϑ � 0, the closest antecedent to our

proposed conditional density estimator is the local polynomial conditional density estimator

introduced by Fan et al. (1996). Unlike their proposal, our estimator is boundary adaptive

without requiring knowledge of the support Y . To further highlight the connections between

the estimators, notice that their estimator takes the form

pfFYTpy|xq � eT0 argmin
uPRqd�1

ņ

i�1

�
Khpyi; yq � qpxi � xqTu�2 Lbpxi;xq,

where, by the way of motivation, Fan et al. (1996) note that if y belongs to the interior of Y ,

then

lim
hÓ0

ErKhpyi; yq|xi � xs � lim
hÓ0

»
Y
Khpu; yqfpu|xqdu � fpy|xq.

The displayed equality does not hold when y is a boundary point of Y, and for this reason

their estimator has poor bias properties when y is on (or near) the boundary of Y .

Our estimator of fpy|xq is similar to their estimator insofar as it can be interpreted as

pfpy|xq � eT0 argmin
uPRqd�1

ņ

i�1

� pKhpyi; yq � qpxi � xqTu
	2

Lbpxi;xq,

where pKhpu; yq � eT1 argmin
uPRp�1

ņ

j�1

�
1pu ¤ yjq � ppyj � yqTu�2Khpyj, yq.

In other words, our conditional density estimator pfpy|xq can be interpreted as the estimator

proposed by Fan et al. (1996) but with a different (data-driven) kernel function, pKhpyi; yq,
smoothing out the variable y. The implied kernel pKhpu; yq satisfies»

Y

pKhpu; yqfpu|xqdu � eT1 argmin
uPRp�1

ņ

j�1

�
F pyj|xq � ppyj � yqTu�2Khpyj, yq.

Standard local polynomial reasoning therefore suggests that our estimator should enjoy good

bias properties even when y is on (or near) the boundary of Y . Indeed, our estimator offers

automatic boundary carpentry, higher-order derivative estimation, and automatic higher-order

kernel constructions, among other features.

More generally, classical methods for conditional density estimation are not boundary

adaptive without specific modifications, and in some cases do not have a closed-form repre-

sentation. Boundary carpentry could be achieved by employing boundary-corrected kernels

in some cases, but such conditional density estimation methods do not appear to have been
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considered in the literature before. Therefore, our first contribution is to introduce a novel

automatic boundary adaptive, closed-form conditional density estimator, which does not

require knowledge of the support of the data and is easy to implement and interpret. Our

proposed construction does not rely on boundary-corrected kernels explicitly nor does it

exploit knowledge of the support of the data in its construction, but it rather builds on the

idea that automatic boundary-adaptive density estimators can be constructed using local

polynomial methods to smooth out the (discontinuous) distribution function (Cattaneo et al.,

2020). We build on that idea to construct the conditional density estimator pf pϑqpy|xq, which
does not directly estimate the ratio of unconditional PDFs, but rather forms the conditional

density estimator by using local polynomial methods applied to a conditional CDF estimator,

a conceptually and substantively distinct approach to estimation of the conditional PDF of

yi given xi.

1.2 Notation and Assumptions

To simplify the presentation, in the remainder of this paper we set L to be the product kernel

based on K; that is, Lpuq � Kpu1qKpu2q � � �Kpudq. We also employ the same bandwidth,

b � h, in the construction of our proposed estimator, and assume q � p�ϑ�1 ¥ 0 throughout.

General results are available in the supplemental appendix.

Limits are taken with respect to the sample size tending to infinity (i.e., nÑ 8). For

two non-negative sequences an and bn, an À bn means that an{bn is bounded and an ÀP bn

means that an{bn is bounded in probability. Constants that do not depend on the sample

size or the bandwidth will be denoted by c, c1, c2, etc.

We also introduce the notation ÀTC, which not only provides an asymptotic order but

also controls the tail probability. To be precise, an ÀTC bn implies that for any c1 ¡ 0, there

exists some c2 such that

lim sup
nÑ8

nc1 P
�
an ¥ c2bn

�   8.

Finally, let X � pxT
1 , . . . ,x

T
n qT and Y � py1, . . . , ynqT be the data matrices. We make the

following assumptions on the joint distribution and the kernel function.

Assumption 1 (DGP)

(i) py1,xT
1 qT, . . . , pyn,xT

n qT is a random sample from a distribution supported on Y � X �
r0, 1s1�d, and the joint Lebesgue density, fpy,xq, is continuous and bounded away from zero

on Y � X .

(ii) f ppqpy|xq exists and is continuous.
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(iii) Bνf pϑqpy|xq{Bxν exists and is continuous for all |ν| � p� ϑ.

Assumption 2 (Kernel)

K is a symmetric, Lipschitz continuous PDF supported on r�1, 1s.

1.3 Paper Organization

Section 2 first presents a stochastic linear representation for pf pϑqpy|xq uniformly over Y � X .

We then discuss the main theoretical properties of our proposed estimator, offering precise

concentration characterizations in probability and in distribution uniformly over Y � X .

Section 3 deploys our theoretical results to three applications: construction of confidence

bands, parametric specification hypothesis testing, and shape constrained hypothesis testing

for f pϑqpy|xq. Section 4 reports a small simulation study employing our companion R package

(Cattaneo et al., 2022). Section 5 concludes. The supplemental appendix contains additional

results not included here to simplify the presentation: (i) boundary adaptive estimators

for the CDF and its derivatives with respect to x, (ii) a new class of estimators based on

non-random local smoothing that is less sensitive to “low” density regions, (iii) complete

proofs, (iv) details on bandwidth selection, (v) alternative covariance function estimators,

and (vi) other technical lemmas that may be of independent interest.

2 Main Results

This section presents four main theoretical results. First, we provide a stochastic linearization

of our estimator. Based on this representation, we obtain a uniform probability concentration

result for pf pϑqpy|xq. Next, we obtain valid strong approximation results for the standardized

t-process based on pf pϑqpy|xq. Finally, we develop a feasible distributional approximation for

the suprema of the t-process. To accomplish the latter, we obtain a uniform consistency

result for an estimator of the covariance function. The supplemental appendix discusses other

pointwise in py,xq results under slightly weaker conditions: because our uniform results are

sharp, the only substantive difference is that in the pointwise results the logpnq terms can be

dropped.

2.1 Stochastic Linearization

Our proposed estimator can be written in closed-form as

pf pϑqpy|xq � eT1�ϑ
pS�1
y
pRy,x

pS�1
x e0,
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where

pSy � 1

n

ņ

i�1

p
�yi � y

h

	1
h
P
�yi � y

h

	T

, pSx � 1

n

ņ

i�1

q
�xi � x

h

	 1

hd
Q
�xi � x

h

	T

,

pRy,x � 1

n2h1�ϑ

ņ

j�1

ņ

i�1

1

h
P
�yj � y

h

	 1

hd
Q
�xi � x

h

	T

1pyi ¤ yjq,

with the definitions Ppuq � ppuqKpuq and Qpuq � qpuqLpuq, which absorb the kernel

function into the basis. The matrices pSy and pSx are well approximated by Sy and Sx,

respectively, where

Sy �
»
Y
p
�u� y

h

	1
h
P
�u� y

h

	T

dFypuq, Sx �
»
X
q
�u� x

h

	 1

hd
Q
�u� x

h

	T

dFxpuq,

with Fy and Fx denoting the CDFs of yi and xi, respectively. Obtaining and characterizing a

simple approximation to the matrix pRy,x requires a little more care, but the end result can

be combined with the results for pSy and pSx to obtain the following result for pf pϑqpy|xq:
Lemma 1 (Stochastic Linearization)

Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If hÑ 0 and if nh1�d{ logpnq Ñ 8, then

sup
yPY,xPX

����� pf pϑqpy|xq � f pϑqpy|xq � 1

n

ņ

i�1

K �
ϑ,h

�
yi,xi; y,x

������ ÀTC hp�ϑ � logpnq?
n2h1�2ϑ�d�p2_dq

,

where

K �
ϑ,hpa,b; y,xq �

1

h1�ϑ
eT1�ϑS

�1
y

»
Y

�
1pa ¤ uq�F pu|bq

	1
h
P
�u� y

h

	
dFypuq 1

hd
Q

�
b� x

h


T

S�1
x e0.

The properties of pf pϑqpy|xq are thus governed by the properties of the stochastic linear

representation. In the supplemental appendix, we demonstrate important features of K �
ϑ,h,

such as boundedness and Lipschitz continuity, which will play a crucial role in our strong

approximation results. We also bound the uniform covering number for the class of functions

formed by varying the evaluation point. This uniform covering number result takes into

account the fact that the shape of K �
ϑ,h changes across different evaluation points and

bandwidths, and is established using a generic result (namely, Lemma SA-3.6), which may

be of independent interest.

In the supplemental appendix, we also study an intermediate estimator (denotedqf pϑqpy|xq), which has some distinctive features that may be of independent interest in

some settings: its construction employs a non-random weighting that is less sensitive to “low”
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density regions, but it requires ex-ante knowledge of the support Y � X .

In the remainder of the paper, we use the representation established by Lemma 1 to study

the properties of pf pϑqpy|xq. The lemma is also useful when studying the properties of multi-

step nonparametric and semiparametric procedures employing conditional density estimators

as preliminary estimators, but to conserve space we do not discuss those applications here.

2.2 Uniform Probability Concentration

The following theorem gives a uniform probability concentration result for pf pϑqpy|xq.
Theorem 1 (Probability Concentration)

Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If hÑ 0 and if nh1�d{ logpnq Ñ 8, then

sup
yPY,xPX

��� pf pϑqpy|xq � f pϑqpy|xq
��� ÀTC hp�ϑ �

c
logpnq

nh1�d�2ϑ
.

In the theorem, hp�ϑ stems from a bias term whose magnitude coincides with that of

the pointwise bias at interior evaluation points. As a consequence, the theorem implies

that the estimator is boundary adaptive even though the estimator can be implemented

without specific knowledge of the (compact) support Y � X . The other term represents

“noise”, whose magnitude is larger than its counterpart in Lemma 1. As a consequence, the

theorem implies that the estimation error pf pϑqpy|xq � f pϑqpy|xq is asymptotically equivalent

to n�1
°

i K
�
ϑ,h

�
yi,xi; y,x

�
whenever the bias is asymptotically negligible.

Section 3 characterizes the leading bias and variance constants and then uses these

to obtain (approximate) IMSE-optimal bandwidths. When doing so, we follow the local

polynomial regression literature (Fan and Gijbels, 1996) and require p� ϑ to be even so that

the leading bias term is easily characterized, but this condition is not required in Theorem 1.

By setting h � plogpnq{nq 1
1�d�2p , it follows from Theorem 1 that

sup
yPY,xPX

��� pf pϑqpy|xq � f pϑqpy|xq
��� ÀTC

�
logpnq

n


 p�ϑ
1�d�2p

,

which matches the minimax optimal convergence rate established by Khas’minskii (1979).
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2.3 Strong Approximation

Next, we study the distributional properties of the process ppSϑpy,xq : y P Y ,x P X q, where

pSϑpy,xq � pf pϑqpy|xq � f pϑqpy|xqa
Vϑpy,xq

, (1)

with

Vϑpy,xq � 1

n
V
�
K �

ϑ,hpyi,xi; y,xq
�
.

Using elementary tools, Theorem SA-2.1 in the supplemental appendix obtains the

following pointwise Gaussian approximation:

sup
uPR

���P�pSϑpy,xq ¤ u
�� Φpuq

��� À ?
nh1�d�2p � logpnq?

nh1�d
,

where Φpuq denotes the standard Gaussian CDF.

As is well-known, however, the process pSϑ is not asymptotically tight and therefore does

not converge weakly to a Gaussian process in ℓ8pY � X q, the set of uniformly bounded

real-valued functions on Y �X equipped with the uniform norm (van der Vaart and Wellner,

1996; Giné and Nickl, 2016). To obtain a uniform distributional approximation, we use the

result of Rio (1994) and establish a strong approximation result for ppSϑpy,xq : y P Y ,x P X q.
To state the result, define the covariance/correlation function

ρϑpy,x, y1,x1q � Cϑpy,x, y1,x1qa
Vϑpy,xq

a
Vϑpy1,x1q

,

where

Cϑpy,x, y1,x1q � 1

n
E
�
K �

ϑ,hpyi,xi; y,xqK �
ϑ,hpyi,xi; y

1,x1q� .
Theorem 2 (Strong Approximation)

Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If nh1�d�2p Ñ 0 and if nh1�d{ logpnq Ñ 8, then there

exist two stochastic processes, pS1ϑ and Gϑ, in a possibly enlarged probability space, such that:

(i) pSϑ and pS1ϑ have the same distribution,

(ii) Gϑ is a centered Gaussian process with covariance function ρϑ, and

(iii)

sup
yPY,xPX

���pS1ϑpy,xq � Gϑpy,xq
��� ÀTC

?
nh1�d�2p �

�
log1�dpnq
nh1�d


 1
2�2d

.
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The theorem provides a Gaussian approximation for the entire stochastic process pSϑ
rather than for a particular functional thereof.

2.4 Covariance Estimation

Because both the process pSϑ and the covariance function ρϑ depend on unknown features of

the underlying data generating process (namely, the covariance function Cϑ), Theorem 2 in

isolation cannot be used for inference. Equipped with a suitably accurate estimator of Cϑ,

on the other hand, Theorem 2 becomes immediately useful for inference. Accordingly, the

purpose of this subsection is to propose and study a natural estimator of Cϑ.

The covariance function Cϑ can be expressed as a functional of two unknowns, namely

conditional CDF of yi given xi and the marginal CDF of yi. Replacing F py|xq and Fypyq
with pF py|xq and pFypyq � n�1

°n
i�1 1pyi ¤ yq, respectively, we obtain the following natural

plug-in covariance function estimator:

pCϑpy,x, y1,x1q � 1

n2

ņ

i�1

xK �
ϑ,h

�
yi,xi; y,x

	 xK �
ϑ,h

�
yi,xi; y

1,x1
	
,

where

xK �
ϑ,h

�
a,b; y,x

	
� 1

h1�ϑ
eT1�ϑ

pS�1
y

�
1

n

ņ

j�1

�
1pa ¤ yjq � pF pyj|bq	1

h
P
�yj � y

h

	� 1

hd
Q

�
b� x

h


T pS�1
x e0.

The corresponding estimators of Vϑ and ρϑ are given by pVϑpy,xq � pCϑpy,x, y,xq and

pρϑpy,x, y1,x1q � pCϑpy,x, y1,x1qbpVϑpy,xq
bpVϑpy1,x1q

,

respectively. The next lemma establishes a uniform probability concentration result for pCϑ.

Lemma 2 (Covariance Estimation)

Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If hÑ 0 and if nh1�d{ logpnq Ñ 8, then

sup
y,y1PY,x,x1PX

���pCϑpy,x, y1,x1q � Cϑpy,x, y1,x1q
��� ÀTC hp�ϑ� 1

2 �
c

logpnq
nh1�d

.
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2.5 Suprema Approximation

Replacing Vϑpy,xq with pVϑpy,xq in (1), we obtain

pTϑpy,xq �
pf pϑqpy|xq � f pϑqpy|xqbpVϑpy,xq

.

By Theorem 2 and Lemma 2, the probability law of ppTϑpy,xq : y P Y ,x P X q can be

approximated by that of a centered Gaussian process with covariance function ρϑ, where

the latter is well approximated by pρϑ. As a consequence, functionals of pTϑ admit feasible

distributional approximations. To illustrate this general phenomenon, the following theorem

gives a result for the supremum of
��pTϑ

��. To state the result, let pGϑ be a centered process

whose law, conditionally on the data, is Gaussian with covariance function pρϑ.
Theorem 3 (Kolmogorov-Smirnov Distance: Suprema)

Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. If n logpnqh1�d�2p Ñ 0 and if nh1�d{ logpnq Ñ 8, then

sup
uPR

����P� sup
yPY,xPX

��pTϑpy,xq
�� ¤ u

�
� P

�
sup

yPY,xPX

��pGϑpy,xq
�� ¤ u

���X,Y
�����

ÀP
a
n logpnqh1�d�2p �

�
log2�2dpnq
nh1�d


 1
2�2d

�
�
log5pnq
nh1�d


 1
4

.

To compare the rate of distributional approximation with existing results, we follow the

literature and ignore the first (smoothing bias) term. Then, the resulting rate takes the form

�
log2�2dpnq
nh1�d


 1
2�2d

�
�
log5pnq
nh1�d


 1
4

.

This rate matches what Chernozhukov et al. (2014b) obtained when d � 2 (see their Remark

3.1(ii)), but it is strictly faster when d � 1.

3 Applications

This section illustrates our theoretical and methodological results by means of three applica-

tions. Before turning to these applications, we discuss bandwidth selection, a necessary step

for implementation. It is customary to select the bandwidth by minimizing an approximation

to the IMSE of pf pϑqpy|xq. Employing Lemma 1 and assuming that p� ϑ is even, we show in

12



the supplemental appendix that

E
� ¼
Y�X

� pf pϑqpy|xq � f pϑqpy|xq
	2

dydx
�
�
¼
Y�X

E
��

f̄ pϑqpy|xq � f pϑqpy|xq
	2�

dydx

�
¼
Y�X

�
h2p�2ϑBϑpy,xq2 � 1

nh1�2ϑ�d
Vϑpy,xq



dydx,

where

Bϑpy,xq � f ppqpy|xqeT1�ϑS
�1
y cy,p�1 �

¸
|ν|�p�ϑ

Bν
Bxν

f pϑqpy|xqeT0S�1
x cx,ν ,

Vϑpy,xq � fpy|xq
�
eT1�ϑS

�1
y TyS

�1
y e1�ϑ

	�
eT0S

�1
x TxS

�1
x e0

	
,

with

cy,p�1 �
»
Y

1

pp� 1q!
�u� y

h

	p�1 1

h
P
�u� y

h

	
dFypuq,

cx,ν �
»
X

1

ν!

�u� x

h

	ν 1

hd
Q
�u� x

h

	
dFxpuq,

Ty �
¼
Y�Y

minpu1, u2q � y

h

1

h2
P
�u1 � y

h

	
P
�u2 � y

h

	T

dFypu1qdFypu2q,

Tx �
»
X

1

hd
Q
�u� x

h

	
Q
�u� x

h

	T

dFxpuq.

(The supplemental appendix also discusses the case where p� ϑ is odd and provides more

general results.)

The bandwidth that minimizes the approximate IMSE is proportional to n�
1

1�d�2p .

Although this bandwidth delivers point estimates that are approximately IMSE-optimal, a

non-vanishing bias will be present in their asymptotic distribution, complicating statistical

inference. To address this well-known problem, our construction of confidence bands and test

statistics for parametric or shape restrictions employs robust bias correction (Calonico et al.,

2018, 2022): first we construct an IMSE-optimal point estimator, and then we bias correct

the estimator and adjust the covariance function estimator accordingly to obtain a valid and

improved distributional approximation.

To make the robust bias-correction procedure precise, we augment the notation so that

it reflects the local polynomial order and the bandwidth used. For example, the conditional

density estimator using polynomial order p (and q � p�ϑ� 1) and employing the bandwidth

h (and b � h) is written as pf pϑqp py|x;hq.

13



Application 1: Confidence Bands

Confidence bands can be constructed using the process ppTCB
ϑ,p�1py,xq : y P Y ,x P X q, where

pTCB
ϑ,p�1py,xq �

pf pϑqp�1py|x;h�pq � f pϑqpy|xqbpVϑ,p�1py,x;h�pq
,

By Theorem 3, the distribution of pTCB
ϑ,p�1 is well-approximated by the conditional (on the data)

distribution of pGϑ,p�1, the latter being a centered Gaussian process whose law, conditionally

on the data, is Gaussian with covariance function pρϑ,p�1py,x;h�pq. Accordingly, let

CBϑ,p�1p1� αq �
� pf pϑqp�1py|x;h�pq � cvCBϑ,p�1pαq

bpVϑ,p�1py,x;h�pq : y P Y ,x P X
�
,

where

cvCBϑ,p�1pαq � inf
!
u P R� : P

�
sup

yPY,xPX

��pGϑ,p�1py,xq
�� ¤ u

��� X,Y
�
¥ 1� α

)
.

As the notation suggests, CBϑ,p�1p1 � αq is a 100p1 � αq% confidence band. To be

specific, we have:

Theorem 4 (Confidence Bands)

Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, f pp�1qpy|xq exists and is continuous, and Bνf pϑqpy|xq{Bxν

exists and is continuous for all |ν| � p� 1� ϑ. Then

��P �f pϑq P CBϑ,p�1p1� αq�� p1� αq�� À log
5
4 pnqrCB,

where rCB � n�
1

1�d�2p � n�
2p�2ϑ�1
4p1�d�2pq � n�

p
p1�d�2pqp1�dq .

The confidence band CBϑ,p�1p1�αq is easy to construct because, by discretizing the index

set of the Gaussian process, the critical value cvϑ,p�1p1� αq can be computed by simulation

from a multivariate conditionally (on the data) Gaussian distribution. We illustrate the

performance of our proposed confidence bands using simulated data in Section 4.

Application 2: Parametric Specification Testing

Suppose the researcher postulates that the conditional density (or derivative) belongs to the

parametric class tf pϑqpy|x;γq : γ P Γϑu, where Γϑ is some parameter space. Abstracting away

from the specifics of the estimation technique, we assume that the researcher also picks some

14



estimator pγ (e.g., maximum likelihood or minimum distance), which is assumed to converge

in probability to some γ̄ P Γϑ. A natural statistic for the problem of testing

HPS
0 : f pϑqpy|x; γ̄q � f pϑqpy|xq for all py,xq P Y � X

vs.

HPS
1 : f pϑqpy|x; γ̄q � f pϑqpy|xq for some py,xq P Y � X .

is

sup
yPY,xPX

��pTPS
ϑ,p�1py,xq

��, pTPS
ϑ,p�1py,xq �

pf pϑqp�1py|x;h�pq � f pϑqpy|x; pγqbpVϑ,p�1py,x;h�pq
.

Assuming the estimation error of pγ is asymptotically negligible, a valid 100α% critical value

is given by cvCBϑ,p�1pαq. To be specific, we have:

Theorem 5 (Parametric Specification Testing)

Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, f pp�1qpy|xq exists and is continuous, and Bνf pϑqpy|xq{Bxν

exists and is continuous for all |ν| � p� 1� ϑ. If

n
p�ϑ

1�d�2p sup
yPY,xPX

��f pϑqpy|x; pγq � f pϑqpy|x; γ̄q�� ÀTC rCB,

then, under HPS
0 , ����P � sup

yPY,xPX
|pTPS

ϑ,p�1py,xq| ¡ cvCBϑ,p�1pαq
�
� α

���� À log
5
4 pnqrCB.

Application 3: Testing Shape Restrictions

As a third application, suppose the researcher wants to test shape restrictions on f pϑq. Letting

cϑ be a pre-specified function, consider the problem of testing

HSR
0 : f pϑqpy|xq ¤ cϑpy|xq for all py,xq P Y � X

vs.

HSR
1 : f pϑqpy|xq ¡ cϑpy|xq for some py,xq P Y � X .

For example, if ϑ � 0 and if cϑpy|xq is some (positive) constant value c, the testing problem

refers to whether the conditional density exceeds c somewhere on its support. As another

example, if ϑ � 1 and if cϑpy|xq � 0, then the testing problem refers to whether the conditional
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density is non-increasing in y for all values of x. More generally, the testing problem above

can be used to test for monotonicity, convexity, and other shape features of the conditional

density, possibly relative to the function cϑpy|xq.
A natural testing procedure rejects HSR

0 whenever the test statistic

sup
yPY,xPX

TSR
ϑ,p�1py,xq, TSR

ϑ,p�1py,xq �
pf pϑqp�1py|x;h�pq � cϑpy|xqbpVϑ,p�1py,x;h�pq

exceeds a critical value of the form

cvSRϑ,p�1pαq � inf
!
u P R� : P

�
sup

yPY,xPX
pGϑ,p�1py,xq ¤ u

��� X,Y
�
¥ 1� α

)
.

Theorem 6 (Testing Shape Restriction)

Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, f pp�1qpy|xq exists and is continuous, and Bνf pϑqpy|xq{Bxν

exists and is continuous for all |ν| � p� 1� ϑ. Then, under HSR
0 ,����P � sup

yPY,xPX
pTSR
ϑ,p�1py,xq ¡ cvSRϑ,p�1pαq

�
� α

���� À log
5
4 pnqrCB.

4 Simulations

We illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed methods with a Monte Carlo experiment.

Replication files, additional simulation results, and details of the companion R package, lpcde,

can be found at https://nppackages.github.io/lpcde/ and in our companion software

article (Cattaneo et al., 2022).

For the sake of simplicity, we set d � 1 and assume that x and y are simulated by a

mean 0 joint normal distribution with variance 2 and covariance �0.1, truncated on r�1, 1s2.
We simulate 1000 data sets of sample size n � 5000. Table 1 presents the simulation results

for the conditional PDF at three different conditioning values: (a) interior (x � 0), (b)

near-boundary (x � 0.8), and (c) at-boundary (x � 1). Point estimates are generated on 20

equally spaced points for y on r0, 1s. Corresponding average rule-of-thumb (ROT) bandwidth,

bias, standard error, pointwise and uniform coverage, and average confidence interval/band

width over the grid are presented in the table. The polynomial orders for bandwidth selection

and standard estimation (“WBC”) are p � 2, q � 1, while those for robust bias-corrected

estimation (“RBC”) are p � 3, q � 2. (Details of ROT bandwidth selection and variance

estimation are given in Sections SA-5.3 and SA-6 of the supplemental appendix.)

The simulation results in Table 1 support our main theoretical results. First, robust
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Coverage Average WidthphROT bias se Pointwise Uniform Pointwise Uniform

x � 0
WBC 0.38 0.09 0.03 60.4 78.9 0.11 0.23
RBC 0.38 0.09 0.09 87.9 93.3 0.37 0.68

x � 0.8
WBC 0.35 0.10 0.04 73.0 84.6 0.22 0.40
RBC 0.35 0.10 0.18 91.6 95.9 0.65 0.81

x � 1.0
WBC 0.38 0.10 0.06 55.8 77.0 0.24 0.45
RBC 0.38 0.10 0.20 81.2 91.1 0.67 0.81

Table 1. Table of average uniform coverage for jointly normal data.
WBC: without bias-correction, RBC: robust bias-corrected.

bias-correction leads to better performance of the inference procedures, both pointwise

and uniformly over Y. Second, our uniform distributional approximation leads to feasible

confidence bands with good finite sample performance, when coupled with robust bias

correction methods.

For example, for x � 0.0, the averaged (across simulations) estimated MSE-optimal

bandwidth choice is ph � 0.38, which leads to a point estimator pfppy|x,phq with simulation bias

0.09 and standard error 0.03, with p � 2 and q � p� 1. The associated pointwise distribution

theory leads to confidence intervals with empirical coverage of about 60.4% without robust

bias correction, and 87.9% with robust bias correction (i.e., using p � 3 instead of p � 2)

when constructing the t-statistic pTϑpy,xq. Both are substantially below the 95% nominal

level because they are not uniform over Y. The feasible confidence bands are designed to

address that issue: Table 1 shows that our proposed confidence bands have empirical coverage

of 78.9% without robust bias correction, and 93.3% when robust bias correction is employed.

The latter approach is our recommended approach emerging from Theorem 4, which is shown

to perform well in all cases considered.

5 Conclusion

We introduced a new boundary adaptive estimator of the conditional density and derivatives

thereof. This estimator is conceptually distinct from prior proposals in the literature, as it

relies on two (nested) local polynomial estimators. Our proposed estimation approach has

several appealing features, most notably automatic boundary carpentry. We provided an

array of uniform estimation and distributional results, including a valid uniform equivalent

kernel representation and uniform distributional approximations. Our methods are applicable

in data science settings either where the conditional density or its derivatives are the main
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object of interest, or where they are preliminary estimands entering a multi-step statistical

procedure.
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